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Enterprise Integration Guide
Welcome to Enterprise Integration module for SAP solutions, which integrates Solution Manager with
Application Lifecycle Management (ALM). Using Enterprise Integration, you can export Solution
Manager solution documentation to the ALM Requirements module. You can then design and run tests
in ALM based on these requirements and update Solution Manager with their results.
Enterprise Integration also enables you to synchronize ALM defects with support messages that are
recorded in the Solution Manager Incident Management. You can control the defects and support
messages from either application.
Notes
l

l

l

This guide explains how to work with Solution Manager in conjunction with ALM. For details
on using ALM, refer to the Application Lifecycle Management User Guide . For details on
using Solution Manager, refer to the Solution Manager documentation.
The tasks and corresponding screen shots in the Micro Focus Enterprise Integration Module
for SAP Solutions User Guide are based on Solution Manager 7.2. There may be differences
in the user interface if you are using other versions of Solution Manager.
Path separators in this documentation follow the Windows standard of backslashes. To work
on Unix-like systems, replace the backslashes with slashes.

How this guide is organized
This guide contains the following chapters:
Chapter

Description

"Setting up Enterprise
Integration" on page 8

Describes how to set up Enterprise Integration to work with an ALM
project, including how to use the Enterprise Integration SSL and
SAML configuration wizard .

"Synchronizing
requirements and solution
documentation" on page
26

Describes how to import Solution Manager solution documentation
into ALM and how to update Solution Manager with test results from
ALM. Also describes how to merge and sync tests for requirement
coverage in ALM.

"Synchronizing defects and Describes how to synchronize ALM defects with Incident Management
support messages" on page support messages and how to transfer control of the defects from one
46
application to the other.
"Customizing Enterprise
Integration in ALM" on
page 58

Describes how to customize permissions and project entities for
Enterprise Integration using ALM Site Administration.
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Chapter

Description

"Working with Business
Process Change Analyzer
(BPCA)" on page 60

Describes how to use the BPCA feature of the Micro Focus Enterprise
Integration module for SAP applications to create and update test sets
in ALM based on the results in BPCA.

"Manual configuration of
Describes how to manually configure SSL and SAML for ALM with
SSL and SAML for ALM
Enterprise Integration.
with Enterprise Integration"
on page 70
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Chapter 1: Setting up Enterprise Integration
This chapter describes the requirements and setup procedures for using Enterprise Integration.
For troubleshooting information, see this KB article.
Note: Path separators in this documentation follow the Windows standard of backslashes. To

work on Unix-like systems, replace the backslashes with slashes.
This chapter includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Prerequisites
The Enterprise Integration installation workflow
Loading the Enterprise Integration License in ALM
Enabling Enterprise Integration functionality in ALM
Upgrading Enterprise Integration projects
Configuring SSL and SAML for ALM with Enterprise Integration
• Configure SSL in ALM for Enterprise Integration
• Configure SSL in Enterprise Integration
• Trust Enterprise Integration on Solution Manager if ALM is configured for SSL
• Trust 3rd-party (Solution Manager) SSL certificates
• Configure SAP web services on Solution Manager
• Configure SAP web services with SAML

9
10
10
11
11
11
15
15
16
17
18
24
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Prerequisites
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

To use existing SAP Solution Manager 7.1 (blueprints) in SAP Solution Manager 7.2, content has to
be activated so it is compatible with SAP Solution Manager 7.2 (solution documentation). For details,
refer to the SAP Application Help and the information about activating content in this guide.
If working with Solution Manager adapter with secure authentication:
l You can use the configuration wizard to add site parameters ENABLE_EI_SAML_FOR_SOLDOC
and ENABLE_EI_SAML_FOR_INCIDENT to each project in ALM Site Administration before
upgrading the project. (You can also add these parameters manually.) For details on the
configuration wizard, see "Configuring SSL and SAML for ALM with Enterprise Integration" on
page 11.
l Set the permissions for the adapter in ALM Customization. Provide the minimum permissions
possible. For details, see "Customizing Enterprise Integration in ALM" on page 58.
To import Solution Manager solution documentation or to synchronize a support message
containing content in a particular language, ALM must be installed on an operating system that
supports that language.
ALM's Micro Focus Quality Center Express Edition and Micro Focus Quality Center Community
Edition do not support Enterprise Integration. Make sure you have a different ALM edition available.
If running Enterprise Integration on Unix-like systems, install the X Window System for the UI to
display correctly.
Path separators in this documentation follow the Windows standard of backslashes. To work on
Unix-like systems, replace the backslashes with slashes.
For details on running the configuration wizard on Unix-like systems, see "Unix-like systems" on page
13.
You must have licenses from SAP and Micro Focus to use Enterprise Integration.
l To obtain a license from SAP, refer to SAP Service Marketplace and search for the product name,
"Solution Manager Adapter for SAP Quality Center by Micro Focus".
l To obtain a license from Micro Focus, contact the License Delivery Center in your region, provide
your ALM/ QC Enterprise Order Number or Subscription Name (SAID) to the licensing support
team to request product number TB736AAE (Enterprise Integration for SAP Solution Manager
Adapter SW E-LTU) to be added to the order. Once TB736AAE is added to your order, go to the
Licensing Portal, select the appropriate version and activate the license.
Support for Enterprise Integration module for SAP solutions is provided by SAP. You can access
SAP Support resources at SAP Service Marketplace website at: http://service.sap.com/.
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The Enterprise Integration installation workflow
This section describes the Enterprise Integration installation process.
To install Enterprise Integration:
1. Load the Enterprise Integration license. For details, see "Loading the Enterprise Integration License
in ALM" below.
2. Enable the Enterprise Integration extensions in ALM Site Administration for every project that
requires Enterprise Integration. For details, see "Enabling Enterprise Integration functionality in
ALM" on the next page.
3. If you worked with ALM projects on previous versions of the Enterprise Integration extension, you
must upgrade those projects to work with the current version. For details, see "Upgrading
Enterprise Integration projects" on the next page.
4. If you work with SSL:
l Configure SSL. For details, see "Configure SSL in ALM for Enterprise Integration" on page 15.
l Trust SSL certificates on Solution Manager. For details, see "Trust Enterprise Integration on
Solution Manager if ALM is configured for SSL" on page 16.
l Trust 3rd party SSL certificates in ALM. For details, see "Trust 3rd-party (Solution Manager)
SSL certificates" on page 17.

Loading the Enterprise Integration License in ALM
To enable the Enterprise Integration functionality, you must load your Enterprise Integration license in
ALM Site Administration.
1. In ALM Site Administration, click the Licenses tab.
2. Click the Modify License button. The License Edit dialog box opens.
3. Click the Load License button and select the Enterprise Integration file. Alternatively, copy the
license file and click Paste License.
4. Click OK. The license is displayed in the list of licenses.
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Enabling Enterprise Integration functionality in ALM
This section describes how to enable working with Enterprise Integration in ALM:
1. Load the Enterprise Integration license.
For details on ALM licenses, refer to the Application Lifecycle Management Administrator Guide .
2. Enable the following extensions in ALM Site Administration for every project that requires
Enterprise Integration.
Enable the extensions in the following order:
a. the Application Model extension
b. the Enterprise Integration for SAP applications extension
For details on enabling extensions in an ALM project, refer to the Application Lifecycle
Management Administrator Guide.

Upgrading Enterprise Integration projects
If you worked with ALM projects on previous versions of the Enterprise Integration extension, you
must upgrade those projects to work with the current version.
1. Plan your upgrade.
The order in which you upgrade from version to version is important. Certain Enterprise
Integration versions require prerequisite requirements and/or features from preceding versions.
2. Back up your projects. For details, see the Application Lifecycle Management Installation and
Upgrade Guide.
3. If working with Solution Manager adapter with secure authentication, you can use the
configuration wizard to add site parameters ENABLE_EI_SAML_FOR_SOLDOC and ENABLE_EI_
SAML_FOR_INCIDENT to each project in ALM Site Administration before upgrading the project.
(You can also add these parameters manually.) For details on the configuration wizard, see
"Configuring SSL and SAML for ALM with Enterprise Integration" below.
4. Upgrade your projects using ALM Site Administration.
For details on upgrading projects, refer to the Upgrading Projects section in the Application
Lifecycle Management Installation and Upgrade Guide.

Configuring SSL and SAML for ALM with Enterprise
Integration
This section describes how to configure SSL and SAML for ALM with Enterprise Integration.
SSL

Enterprise Integration supports SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) for establishing encrypted links
between web servers and browsers.
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SAML Certain SAP web services use an SAML-based protocol for securing communications
between SAP and ALM. These services include:
l

Solution Manager adapter with secure authentication.Enterprise Integration uses an

l

SAML-based method for secure authentication when communicating between
SAP Solution Manager and ALM. This new method is recommended.
Business Process Change Analyzer (BPCA). You can create and update test sets in ALM
based on the results in BPCA. For details, see "Working with Business Process Change
Analyzer (BPCA)" on page 60.
Caution: In Solution Manager 7.2 SP03, the adapter expects SAML to be configured.

This is mandatory. If not configured, incoming calls are prohibited.
This section also includes basic instructions for SSL and SAML configuration on Solution Manager. For
details, we recommend you see the SAP Solution Manager help.
In this topic:
l
l
l
l
l
l

"Configuration flow" below
"About the configuration wizard" on the next page
"Start the wizard" on the next page
"Use the wizard" on page 14
"Work with the keystore using the wizard" on page 14
"Review the configuration settings and finish" on page 15

Configuration flow
Here is an overview of the configuration flow.
What?

Where?

How?

Configure SSL in ALM for In ALM
Enterprise Integration

"Configure SSL in ALM for Enterprise
Integration" on page 15

Configure SSL in
Enterprise Integration

Using the configuration
wizard

"Configure SSL in Enterprise Integration" on
page 15

Export the ALM
SSL certificate

Using the configuration
wizard

"Trust Enterprise Integration on Solution
Manager if ALM is configured for SSL" on
page 16

Export the SAP
SSL certificate and trust it
in ALM

Export in Solution
Manager

"Trust 3rd-party (Solution Manager)
SSL certificates" on page 17

Import and trust using
the configuration wizard
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What?

Where?

How?

Configure SAP web
services, and enable
SAML on ALM

Mostly in Solution
Manager, but enable
SAML in ALM

"Configure SAP web services on Solution
Manager" on page 18

Configure SAP web
services with SAML

In Solution Manager

"Configure SAP web services with SAML"
on page 24

About the configuration wizard
You use the configuration wizard to configure SSL and SAML for ALM with Enterprise Integration on
the ALM server.
With the wizard, you can:
l
l
l

Have information readily available to you, such as a certificate's expiration date.
View the contents of a certificate.
Perform actions that, without the wizard, had to be done manually.
Note: This wizard does not configure any settings in Solution Manager.

Many of these steps can also be done manually. For details, see "Manual configuration of SSL and
SAML for ALM with Enterprise Integration" on page 70.
For troubleshooting information, see this KB article.

Start the wizard
The configuration wizard is located in the installation directory on the ALM server. Run the following
executables:
Operating system

Command

Microsoft Windows

<ServerInstallation>\run_ei_configurator.bat

Unix-like systems

<ServerInstallation>\run_ei_configurator.sh

On Unix-like systems, first time only:
Before you run the configuration wizard the first time on Unix-like systems, do the following:
1. Navigate to the folder containing the run_ei_configurator.sh file. By default, the path of the
configuration file is located at: /root/ALM/ALM.
cd /root/ALM/ALM
2. Change the format of the configuration file to a Unix-like systems using a tool like dos2unix:

Enterprise Integration Module for SAP Solution Manager 7.2 (12.53 - 12.55)
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yum install dos2unix
dos2unix run_ei_configurator.sh
3. Assign execute rights to the executable:
chmod +x run_ei_configurator.sh
Path separators in this documentation follow the Windows standard of backslashes. To work on Unixlike systems, replace the backslashes with slashes.

Use the wizard
Run the executable and follow the prompts.
l
l
l

You can click Back and Next to navigate from page to page.
Your changes are not saved until you click Next on the last page, SAML Providers.
Your changes are not applied until you re-start the ALMserver either on the Finish page, or at a later
time.
Considerations
l

Make sure you have full administration rights for all ALM servers before continuing.

l

If there are several ALM nodes, you have to perform the same configuration on all of them.

Work with the keystore using the wizard
This topic provides general instructions for using the Enterprise Integration configuration wizard for
working with keystores.
For details on working with the keystore manually, and not using the configuration wizard, see
"Working with the keystore directly" on page 70.

Generate a self-signed certificate
To generate a self-signed certificate and place it into the keystore, go to the Enterprise Integration
configuration wizard's SAML ALM Certificate page.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Run the wizard. For details, see "Start the wizard" on the previous page.
Click Next to navigate to the SAML ALM Certificate page.
Click Create. The Create private key dialog box is displayed. Enter values and click OK.
Click Next to navigate to the Finish page of the wizard and then click Finish.
Tip: You can also generate the self-signed certificate manually. For details, see "Generating a

self-signed certificate" on page 70.
View existing certificates in the keystore

Enterprise Integration Module for SAP Solution Manager 7.2 (12.53 - 12.55)
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To view existing certificates in your keystore, go to the Enterprise Integration configuration wizard's
SAML Trust Manager page.
1. Run the wizard. For details, see "Start the wizard" on page 13.
2. Click Next to navigate to the SAML Trust Manager page. Existing certificates in the keystore are
listed.
3. Click Next to navigate to the Finish page of the wizard and then click Finish.
Tip: You can also view existing certificates manually. For details, see "Viewing existing

certificates in the keystore" on page 70.

Review the configuration settings and finish
The SAML Providers page is the last page for configuring the wizard. When you click Next on this page,
all your SSL and SAML settings are saved, and you are not able to click Back.
After working in the SAML Providers page, click Back and Next as many times as necessary to review
your settings.
Your settings are not applied until the ALM server is restarted.
The wizard can apply the settings if you check the Start ALM server field on the Finish page.
Clear the check box if you do not want to apply the settings now.
Click Finish. The wizard exits.

Configure SSL in ALM for Enterprise Integration
The person who performs this procedure should have full administration rights for all ALM servers.
To configure SSL for Enterprise Integration:
Configure SSL on the ALM server as described in the topic about configuring secure access in the
Application Lifecycle Management Installation and Upgrade Guide for Windows or Linux.
Note: Make sure that when creating certificates for SSL for the ALM server, you specify fully

qualified domain names (FQDNs) in the CN section of the SSL ALM certificate.

Configure SSL in Enterprise Integration
After starting the configuration wizard, click Next twice to work with the SSL Trust Manager page.
Using the SSL Trust Manager, you can:
l

Select an SSL keystore folder. Enter a path to the keystore or click Browse to navigate to the

SSL keystore folder.
l

View a specific certificate's data. Select a certificate in the grid and click View.

Enterprise Integration Module for SAP Solution Manager 7.2 (12.53 - 12.55)
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l
l

Delete a certificate. Select a certificate in the grid and click Delete.
Import and trust a certificate. Click Trust. Navigate to a certificate folder you want to trust, select the
certificate, and click Open. The certificate is imported (added to the grid).

Sort the certificate columns by clicking a column header.
You have completed SSL configuration. Click Next to configure SAML.
l

Trust Enterprise Integration on Solution Manager if ALM is configured
for SSL
Perform the steps below to manually export the ALM SSL certificate and trust it on SolMan to enable a
secure transfer of information between Enterprise Integration and Solution Manager.
The person who performs this procedure should have full administration rights for all ALM servers.
Note: The following screenshots and/or instructions are based on SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Because your version of Solution Manager might be different, use these instructions as
guidelines.
To trust Enterprise Integration on SolMan if ALM is configured for SSL:
If ALM is not configured for SSL, skip this task.
1. In ALM, export the SSL certificate using one of the following methods:
l

In a command line, navigate to <ALM installation directory>\java\jre\lib\security.
Run the following command:
..\..\bin\keytool -exportcert -file <certificateName certificate Full Path> -alias <alias of
certificate used for SSL configuration> -keystore <keystore used for SSL
configuration full path> storepass <keystore used for SSL configuration password>

l

Open ALM in SSL mode (https) in any browser and save the certificate from within the browser.
If your browser displays a certificate error, view the certificates.

Enterprise Integration Module for SAP Solution Manager 7.2 (12.53 - 12.55)
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Select the certificate and copy it to a file.

2. In Solution Manager, import the Enterprise Integration certificate. Import the certificate in the
STRUST transaction (Trust Manager) in Solution Manager.
Select SSL Server Standard, enter the certificate details, and click Add to Certificate List.
Then do the same for SSF SAML2 Service Provider – S.
For details, see the Solution Manager documentation.

Trust 3rd-party (Solution Manager) SSL certificates
This section describes how to trust 3rd party SSL certificates in ALM.
Note: The following screenshots and/or instructions are based on SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Because your version of Solution Manager might be different, use these instructions as
guidelines.
To trust SAP Solution Manager SSL certificates:
1. In Solution Manager, export the SAP certificate, as described in the Solution Manager
documentation.

Enterprise Integration Module for SAP Solution Manager 7.2 (12.53 - 12.55)
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2. In ALM, import and trust the SAP certificate:
a. Run the wizard. For details, see "Start the wizard" on page 13.
b. Click Next to navigate to the SSL Trust Manager page.
c. Click Trust.
d. Navigate to a certificate folder you want to trust, select the certificate, and click Open. The
certificate is imported (added to the grid).
e. Click Next to navigate to the Finish page of the wizard and then click Finish.
For details, see "Configure SSL in Enterprise Integration" on page 15 under "Configuring SSL and
SAML for ALM with Enterprise Integration" on page 11.
Tip: You can also import and trust the SAP certificate manually. For details, see "Importing

and trusting the SAP certificate" on page 72.

Configure SAP web services on Solution Manager
Note: The following screenshots and/or instructions are based on SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Because your version of Solution Manager might be different, use these instructions as
guidelines.
In this topic:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

"Enable SAML 2.0 on the Solution Manager server" below
"Export certificates from Solution Manager into the Micro Focus keystore" on the next page
"Enable SSL and SAML on ALM" on page 20
"Import the ALM SAML certificate in Solution Manager" on page 23
"Add the ALM trusted provider" on page 23
"Enable the ALM trusted provider" on page 23

Enable SAML 2.0 on the Solution Manager server
1. On your Solution Manager server, open the SAML2 transaction.
2. If you have not previously configured this transaction, it will look like this:
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Otherwise, "Click Enable to enable SAML." below Then skip to "Export certificates from Solution
Manager into the Micro Focus keystore" below.
3. Click Enable SAML 2.0 Support.
4. Click Create SAML 2.0 Local Provider.
5. Enter the provider name.
In the Provider Name box, enter the provider name (for example, SOLMAN_SAML).

6.
7.
8.
9.

This provider name is used later during "Connect multiple Solution Managers" on page 21
Click Next. The General Settings step appears.
Leave the definition for Clock Skew Tolerance field at 120 seconds and click Next.
Click Finish to accept the Server Provider Settings defaults.
Click Enable to enable SAML.

Export certificates from Solution Manager into the Micro Focus keystore
Note: The following screenshots and/or instructions are based on SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Because your version of Solution Manager might be different, use these instructions as
guidelines.
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1. Launch the STRUST transaction in Solution Manager.
2. Do the following for both the SSF SAML2 Service Provider - S (SAML) and SSL Server Standard
(SSL) nodes.
In the left pane, expand the node and double-click the provider inside it. The service provider
details appear in the right pane.
3. Double-click the subject and go to Edit mode.
4. In the Certificate pane, click Export

The Export Certificate dialog opens.

5. Enter the local file path to which you want to export the SAP certificate (browse to select the
location). In File format, ensure that Binary is selected.
6. Click the check icon at the lower-right of the export certificate dialog.
7. Verify that a message saying File was saved appears at the bottom-left corner of the window, and
that the file has been created in your file system.

Enable SSL and SAML on ALM
1. Run the wizard. For details, see "Start the wizard" on page 13. Make sure to run the wizard as an
administrator.
2. Enable SAML for solution documentation and incidents.
a. Click Next to navigate to the API Configurations page.
b. Select Solution Documentation/Requirement Integration and/or Incident/Defect Integration
as necessary.
c. Click Apply.
3. Import the SAP certificates for SSL and SAML into the Micro Focus keystore file
a. To import the SSL certificate, click Next to navigate to the SSL Trust Manager page.
To import the SAML certificate, click Next to navigate to the SAML Trust Manager page.
b. Select the certificate and click Trust.
c. Set an alias
Navigate to a certificate folder you want to import and trust, select the certificate, and click
Open. Set an alias name, such as < SolutionManagerSID>_SSL. The certificate is added to the
grid.
Tip:
o

You can also import the certificate manually. For details, see "Importing the SAP
certificate into the keystore file" on page 72.

o

Using the Trust Manager pages, you can also:
l

Select a SAML keystore folder. Enter a path to the keystore or click Browse to

navigate to the SAML keystore folder.
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l

View a specific certificate's data. Select a certificate in the grid and click View.

l

Delete a certificate. Select a certificate in the grid and click Delete.

l

Sort the certificates by clicking a column header.

4. Export the Micro Focus certificate from the keystore to the certificate file:
a. Click Next to navigate to the SAML ALM Certificate page.
b. Select a certificate in the grid (such as the one created in "Configure SAP web services on
Solution Manager" on page 18) and click Export. A dialog box opens enabling you to navigate
to the location to which you want to export the certificate and to name the certificate file.
Tip:

Using the SAML ALM Certificate page, you can also:
l

View the SAML keystore folder for the ALM certificate. This folder was already set using

the SAML Trust Manager page in the wizard.
l

Create a private key for the ALM certificate

Click Create. The Create private key dialog box is displayed.
Answer the questions in the dialog box and click OK.
Note: When entering the values for the question "What is your first and last

name? [CN]", enter a fully-qualified domain name (FQDN).
Confirm the creation of the certificate.
The certificate is added to the grid in the ALM Certificate page of the wizard.
l

View a specific certificate's data. Select a certificate in the grid and click View.

l

Delete a certificate. Select a certificate in the grid and click Delete.

l

View a specific certificate's data. Select a certificate in the grid and click View.

5. Connect multiple Solution Managers
a. Click Next to navigate to the SAML Providers page.
b. Click Add to create a new SAML provider. The SAML Provider dialog box is displayed.
c. Enter values for the fields and click OK. For example:
Fields

Examples

Description

System ID

CIZ

The Solution Manager SID.
This can be configured in "Configuring other SAML settings"
on page 74.
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Fields

Examples

Description

Issuer

HPEI_CIZ

This is an issuer identify. The same name has to be provided
while adding the SAML authentication.
Make sure the issuer name is the name of the trusted security
token service as configured Solution Manager. This will be
used later when you "Add the ALM trusted provider" on the
next page.

Solution
Manager
User

SM_HPCOM
The technical user created for SAML authentications.
/
HPCOMUSER

Signature
User

hpalm

Encryption ciz_saml
User

Signature user. hpalm is the default.
The SAML alias name you provided when you "Set an alias"
on page 20. This is done during the step "Enable SSL and
SAML on ALM" on page 20, when importing the
SAML certificate from the 3rd party.

d. Confirm the creation of the certificate. The certificate is added to the grid.
Using the SAML Provider page, you can also:
o

Delete a provider. Select a provider in the grid and click Delete.

o

Edit a provider. Select a provider in the grid and click Edit. The SAML Client Information

o

dialog box is displayed.
Enter values for the fields in the dialog box and click OK.
Confirm the creation of the certificate. The changes are saved.
Sort the providers by clicking a column header.
Caution: Do not click Next until you have reviewed the settings.

6. Finish the wizard.
The SAML Providers page is the last page for configuring the wizard. When you click Next on
this page, all your SSL and SAML settings are saved, and you are not able to click Back.
After working in the SAML Providers page, click Back and Next as many times as necessary to
review your settings.
c. When ready, click Next to go to the Finish page and click Finish.
For details on when your settings are saved, see "Review the configuration settings and finish"
on page 15.
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Import the ALM SAML certificate in Solution Manager
1. Launch the STRUST transaction in Solution Manager.
2. Select the SSF SAML2 Service Provider - S (Standard) node.
3. Double-click the subject and go to Edit mode.
The Import Certificate dialog opens.
4. In the Certificate pane, click Import
5. Choose the SAML certificate exported from ALM.
6. When the certificate is imported, click Add to Certificate List and save the transaction.

Add the ALM trusted provider
1.
2.
3.
4.

Launch the SAML2 transaction.
In the Trusted Providers tab, choose Security Token Services from the Show: combo box.
Click Add and then select the Manually menu option.
In the Provider Name step, enter the name of the trusted security token service as defined using
the Enterprise Integration SSL/SAML configuration wizard. This was defined earlier when defining
the "Issuer" on the previous page in the step to "Connect multiple Solution Managers" on page 21.
Click Next.
5. In the Signature and Encryption step, you will:
Set up the primary signing certificate with the HPALM SAML certificate.
l Upload your ALM certificate.
a. In the Primary Signing Certificate field, click Browse to browse for the location of your
certificate.
In the dialog that opens, under Upload from File, enter a location for the certificate, and click
OK. The certificate content now appears in the New Trusted Security Token Service screen.
b. Click Next at the bottom of the screen. The Endpoints step opens.
c. In the Endpoints step, click Finish. The list of trusted providers appears, including the one you
just entered.
l

Note: If an error is displayed about a PSE being locked by another user, it means that

the STRUST transaction was launched in edit mode. Exit and reenter the
STRUST transaction, and click Finish.

Enable the ALM trusted provider
1. Make sure that the trusted provider is selected in the list, and click Edit. The Details of Security
Token Service controls are enabled for editing.
2. Clear the SAML 2.0 check box. Select SAML 1.1.
3. In the Identity Federation tab below, select Unspecified and click Add. The Supported NameID
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4.
5.
6.
7.

Formats dialog box opens.
Select Unspecified and click OK.
Verify that the User ID Mapping Mode field says Logon ID:
Click Save and then Enable.
A confirmation dialog appears. Click OK.

Configure SAP web services with SAML
In Solution Manager 7.2, the logical port in web service configuration is in transaction solman_setup.
For details, see "General Solution Manager configuration" on page 29.
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Chapter 2: Synchronizing requirements and
solution documentation
You import Solution Manager solution documentation as Application Lifecycle Management (ALM)
requirements. After you test the requirements in ALM, you synchronize the test results with Solution
Manager.
This includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

26
28
33
34
39
40
42

About synchronizing requirements and solution documentation
Configuring Solution Manager
Updating solution documentation content
Importing and pushing solution documentation to ALM
Assigning tests to imported requirements
Merging and synchronizing updates between parent and child projects
Updating solution documentation with test results

About synchronizing requirements and solution
documentation
This topic explains basics about synchronizing requirements and solution documentation.
Note: Before you can perform requirement and solution documentation synchronization, you

must first configure your ALM project to work with Enterprise Integration. For details, see
"Enabling Enterprise Integration functionality in ALM" on page 11.
In this topic:
l
l

"Synchronization overview " below
"Synchronization workflow" on page 28

Synchronization overview
This is a brief overview of how Solution Manager objects correspond to ALM entities. Its purpose is to
give you background information for getting started.
Note:

We assume the user is familiar with:
l

Solution Manager concepts and applications.

l

ALM requirements.

For comprehensive information, see the SAP Application Help.
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Mapping of objects between Solution Managerand ALM
Keep in mind that from the perspective of Solution Manager, ALM is an external test tool and Micro
Focus is a partner.
Solution Manager

ALM

Branch

Project

Nodes in library and end-to-end processes (with any
folder depth)

Folders

Scenario

Folder

Processes

Folder

Process step

Folder

Documents

Business requirement
The content of the document is an
attachment.

Executables and other objects (such as Transaction or
Program)

Test requirement

Test repository

Test run instances in Test Lab

Links

Requirement coverage

Test results

Test run execution

Representation of solution documentation in the ALM requirements tree
Solution
Base Branch
Libraries
Executables
Logical component
ACH hierarchy (multiple levels)
Executables (Test Objects in

ALM)

Process Steps
Hierarchy (multiple levels such as Logical components)
Process Step
Documents (Business Requirement in ALM)
Executables (Test Objects in ALM)
Business Processes
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Hierarchy (multi-level)
Scenario
Documents (Business Requirement in ALM)
Executables (Test Object)
Process
Documents (Business Requirement in ALM)
Executables (Test Object)
Process Step
Documents (Business Requirement in ALM)
Executables (Test Object)

Synchronization workflow

Synchronizing requirements and solution documentation involves the following stages:
1. Configure Solution Manager so that you can create and associate solution documentation in
branches with existing ALM projects.
Optionally, you can map Solution Manager keywords with user-defined fields in ALM .
For details, see "Configuring Solution Manager" below.
2. Create and/or update solution documentation in your Solution Manager project. For details, see
"Updating solution documentation content" on page 33.
3. Import your solution documentation to your ALM project. For details, see "Importing and pushing
solution documentation to ALM" on page 34.
4. Assign and run tests in ALM for the imported requirements. For details, see "Assigning tests to
imported requirements" on page 39.
5. If necessary, merge and synch requirement coverage (test) changes between associated
ALMprojects. For details, see "Merging and synchronizing updates between parent and child
projects" on page 40.
6. Update your solution documentation with the test results. For details, see "Updating solution
documentation with test results" on page 42.

Configuring Solution Manager
You create solution documentation in Solution Manager and associate the solution documentation with
your ALM project.
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You can then map keywords in Solution Manager with user-defined fields in ALM.
You can associate solution documentation with a single ALM project only.
Note: The following screenshots and/or instructions are based on SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Because your version of Solution Manager might be different, use these instructions as
guidelines.
In this topic:
l
l
l

"General Solution Manager configuration" below
"Configure solution documentation" on page 32
"Map Solution Manager keywords" on page 33

General Solution Manager configuration
To configure Solution Manager users, connections, partners, SAML, and BPCA, perform the following.
1. Enter transaction solman_setup. Navigate to SAP Solution Manager Configuration -> Cross
Scenario Configuration - Mandatory Configuration -> Test Suite -> SAP Quality Center/SAP TAO
-> Partner Test Management.

2. Use the guided procedure to verify that a technical user for Micro Focus exists with the correct
required roles.
Attribute

Value

User Name

SM_HPCOM

Use Case ID

SM_HPCOM

User Type

System

Automatic action: Overwrite existing target Checked, with SAP_SUPPDESK_ADMIN delivered
with source
SAP source role
3. Use the guided procedure to set up SAML authentication. Verify that the following mandatory
steps are performed and their status is green.
Step
Export SAP Solution Manager Certificates
Enable SAML in Partner System
Enable SAML in SAP Solution Manager
4. Continue setting up SAML by performing the following mandatory manual activities.
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Guided procedure
Export SAP Solution
Manager Certificates
Enable SAML in Partner
System
Enable SAML in
SAP Solution Manager

Manual activities
l
l

Export the SSL Server Standard Certificate
Export SAML2 Service Provider Certificate

For details, see "Configuring SSL and SAML for ALM with
Enterprise Integration" on page 11.

l

Setup Web Service Security
Configure SAP Solution Manager for SAML

l

Import SAML2 Certificate in Solution Manager

l

5. Use the guided procedure to prepare the system. Verify that the following mandatory steps are
performed and their status is green.
Step

Automatic activities

Schedule Background Jobs

l

Activate SICF Services

l

Schedule Job to synchronize solution documentation
Schedule Job to synchronize test results

l

Activate SICF Services

6. Use the guided procedure to verify partner connections and that the connection status is green.
Attribute

Value

Alias

Partner alias name.

Partner

Micro Focus ALM

7. Define logical ports and service definitions for the partner connection
While configuring partner connections, in the area for Solution Manager and Partner Access
Points, define the following for solution documentation and test results.
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Guided
procedure
page
Solution
Documentation
& Test Results

Service Desk

Attribute Description

Value

Logical
Port

CO_
EXTTOOL_
SM_
BLUEPRINT_
API

l
l

Consumer proxy
Set the URL Access Path to
/qcbin/EIServer/services/AGS_SM_
BLUEPRINT_API

Service
Definition

When defining provider security:
l Specify SSL for transport level security
l Under Message Authentication, make sure
Single Sign On using SAML is checked.

Logical
Port

Consumer proxies. Define the following
settings:
l

l

Service
Definition

SM_BP_
TESTRESULT_
API

For CO_AGS_SD_ADAPTER_API: Set the
URL Access Path to
/qcbin/EIServer/services/ICT_SERVICE_
DESK_API

CO_AGS_SD_
ADAPTER_
API

For CO_PCICT_SERVICE_DESK_API: Set the
URL Access Path to
/qcbin/EIServer/services/AGS_SD_
ADAPTER_API

CO_PCICT_
SERVICE_
DESK_API

When defining provider security:
l Specify SSL for transport level security
l Under Message Authentication, make sure
Single Sign On using SAML is checked.

SM_BP_
TESTRESULT_
API

For details, see the Help section at the top of the Define Partner Connections guided procedure.
8. Set up the service desk configuration. Verify that the following mandatory steps are performed and
their status is green.
Step
Register External Service Desk
Define Transaction Type
Synchronize Application Components, System, Client
For details, see the Help section at the top of the Define Partner Connections guided procedure.
9. Configure BPCA. Verify that the following mandatory steps are performed and their status is
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green.
Step
Enable SAP Solution Manager as Server
Enable PTM System as Client
Enable PTM System as Server
Enable SAP Solution Manager as Client
Register PTM system in BPCA
Check Connectivity to PTM System
10. Complete the guided procedure. A summary of all steps performed, and who performed them, is
displayed.

Configure solution documentation
Perform the following to configure Solution Manager users, connections, partners, SAML, and BPCA.
1. Access the Solution Manager using transaction sm_workcenter. Navigate to Test Suite -> Partner
Test Management.
2. If necessary, create or edit a solution with transaction SLAN:
Adding logical component groups
l Assigning technical systems
l Adding document types
l Creating branches
3. Create associations to the ALM project (the partner project). Specify the following attributes under
Partner Project for associations you want to synchronize:
l

Attribute

Description

Partner Alias

Partner connection alias name. For details on where the alias is defined,
see "Alias" on page 30.

Partner Project

ALM project name.

Partner Attribute

ALM domain name.

Refresh Solution
Documentation

If you want solution documentation synchronized with ALM
requirements automatically in a scheduled job.

Refresh Test Results

If you want ALM test results synchronized into Solution Manager
automatically in a scheduled job.
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For general instructions about working with solution documentation, see "Updating solution
documentation content" below.
4. If your ALM project contains user-defined fields, you might want to map Solution Manager
keywords to the user-defined fields. For details, see "Map Solution Manager keywords" below.

Map Solution Manager keywords
Before importing the solution documentation to a ALM project, you can map Solution Manager
keywords to user-defined fields in your ALM project.
1. In Solution Manager, create the keywords for a process in the solution document using transaction
SM30 > Maintain. Choose the keyword value for a process.
2. In the ALM project, check the type of the user-defined fields to map. Keywords can be mapped
only to user-defined fields of type String or Memo.
a. In ALM Customization, create the user-defined field.
b. Select Requirement Types in the left pane.
c. Check In Type for Folder, Testing, and Business requirement types.
d. When saving the changes, choose Major Change.
For details on user-defined fields, see the information about customizing project entities in the
Application Lifecycle Management Administrator Guide.
You can map more than one keyword to a single user-defined field. The total length of all keywords
mapped to a specific field cannot exceed the field’s size.
Keywords that are not mapped to a specific user-defined field are mapped to the default keywords
field in ALM, SM_KEYWORDS. These are separated by semicolons (;).
3. In Solution Manager's Partner Test Management, map keywords to user-defined fields using
Keyword Mapping. For Solution Manager keyword, define corresponding Partner User-defined
Field. Click Map Keyword.

Updating solution documentation content
You add solution documentation content as you normally would:
1. Prerequisite. Launch the SLAN transaction to create a solution before associating solution
documentation with an ALM project.
Configure the solution (manage logical component groups, assign technical systems, edit branches,
and edit the landscape in the branch).
For details, see "Configure solution documentation" on the previous page.
2. Access the Solution Manager Partner Test Management - Administrator Console using the sm_
workcenter transaction.
3. Open the relevant branch or view in the association table.
4. Edit the solution document. You can:
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l
l

l
l
l

Add process steps to libraries.
A view is always needed to access any branch of the solution documentation. Views are used to
limit the number of nodes visible in the Libraries and Business Process areas.
Add scenarios and processes to business processes.
Add process steps to processes.
Release process steps to the Production branch.
Example:

For details on adding and editing solution documentation content, refer to the SAP Application Help.

Importing and pushing solution documentation to ALM
After you have added content to your solution documentation, you import it to the ALM Requirements
module from within ALM. The solution documentation data is imported to ALM as requirements.
Tip: Alternatively, you can send the solution documentation to ALM from Solution Manager.

See "From Solution Manager, pushing solution documentation into ALM" on page 37.
For an example of how the solution documentation looks in Solution Manager, and then how the ALM
requirement tree looks after the import, see "Example: Import solution documentation" on page 37.
In this topic:
l
l
l
l

"Guidelines for importing solution documentation to ALM" on the next page
"From within ALM, importing Solution Manager solution documentation" on page 36
"From Solution Manager, pushing solution documentation into ALM" on page 37
"Example: Import solution documentation" on page 37
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Guidelines for importing solution documentation to ALM
When you import the solution documentation for an Solution Manager project, elements in the solution
documentation are mapped to requirements and fields in the ALM Requirements module, according to
the following rules:
l

l
l
l

l

The solution documentation structure is mapped to the ALM requirements hierarchy. The solution
documentation is mapped to a requirement of type Folder that is created with the solution name
defined in Solution Manager under the root requirement. All child elements of the root element are
mapped as child requirements of this folder-type requirement.
Business requirement documents are mapped as ALM requirements of type Business.
Transactions and other testing objects are mapped as requirements of type Testing.
The test object description of a solution documentation element is mapped to the Name field of the
requirement representing the element.
Other solution documentation element attributes and unmapped administrative keywords are
mapped to the following ALM requirement fields described in the table below. These fields are
created automatically when you enable the Enterprise Integration extension and are read-only.
Fields

Description

SM
Keywords

A list of the keywords associated with the solution documentation element, separated
by semicolons (;).
Only keywords that are not mapped to user-defined fields in ALM are included in this
field. For details, see "Map Solution Manager keywords" on page 33.

SM Logical
Component

The name of the Solution Manager logical component group.

SM Object
Code

The Solution Manager object code. This field has a value only for requirements of type
Testing representing Solution Manager requirements.

SM Object
Type

The type of Solution Manager object. This field has a value only for requirements of
type Testing representing Solution Manager requirements.

SM System Intended purpose for the Solution Manager system in the landscape, such as
Role
development, test, or production.
SM System ID for the Solution Manager system, configured in the logical component group.
ID
SM Client
Number

Number for the Solution Manager client, configured in logical component group.

SM View

The view used in Solution Manager when pushing the data.
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When you import a solution documentation that has already been imported, Enterprise Integration
does not create new requirements in ALM. Instead, the existing requirements in ALM are updated.
Notes
l

l

l

l

Any changes that you made to the structure previously imported from Solution Manager are
overwritten. For example, suppose you exported a solution documentation structure to ALM
requirements and subsequently renamed and moved some of these requirements. When you
import the solution documentation again, the requirements’ original names and locations are
restored. To prevent data loss, it is recommended that you do not make changes to data
imported from Solution Manager.
Any changes you made to requirement fields that were not exported from Solution Manager
are preserved, in addition to associations with tests or child requirements. For example, if you
change the Priority field for a requirement, the changes you made are not overwritten.
If you import a solution documentation element to ALM and then delete the element in
Solution Manager, when you import the solution documentation again, the requirement
corresponding to the element is moved to the Solution Manager Solution Documentation
trash folder. Any data under the requirement is also moved to this folder.
Version Control: In version control enabled projects, when you import a solution

documentation, if the corresponding requirement is checked out, the requirement is not
updated.

From within ALM, importing Solution Manager solution documentation
From within ALM, you can import solution documentation from Solution Manager.
Note: Only solution documentation structure elements containing at least one business

requirement document or testing object can be imported from Solution Manager.
1. Connect to ALM with a user that has the appropriate permissions to work with Enterprise
Integration. For details on setting ALM permissions for Enterprise Integration, see "Customizing
user group permissions for integration with Solution Manager" on page 58.
> SAP Tools > Import from Solution Manager.
2. In the upper right of the ALM window, select
The Import Requirements from Solution Manager dialog box opens.
3. Select a solution documentation from the list and click Import or Import From. If you are prompted,
enter your SAP login and password.
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From Solution Manager, pushing solution documentation into ALM
You can export the solution documentation content from Solution Manager:
1. Access the Solution Manager Partner Test Management - Administrator Console by launching the
sm_workcenter transaction. Navigate to Test Suite -> Partner Test Management.
2. Select the association you want to push.
3. In Push Solution Documentation, select either Run in foreground or Run in background.
4. Click Refresh to see the most up-to-date results for the push. If the Push Status is green, the import
to ALM was successful.
For details, refer to the SAP Application Help.
After pushing, you can click Launch Log for the Push Solution Documentation operation. After logging
into ALM, you can see a list of requirement IDs that were added or deleted.
You can also see links that were reinstated after a particular requirement was deleted. For details on
reinstating links, see "Retaining links while you work in ALM" on page 39.
Note: The following screenshots and/or instructions are based on SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Because your version of Solution Manager might be different, use these instructions as
guidelines.

Example: Import solution documentation
In Solution Manager, before the import...
Consider the view of the solution documentation below for the SolutionDEMO':

l

l

Suppose the process steps in the solution documentation that we want to import belong to the
process Process 2.
Both Test calendar buffer function... and Config.Transceiver / Upload... process steps are checked,
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l
l

l

so these will be imported as requirements of type Testing.
Master Data is not selected for import.
The Scenario 1 business process contains four process steps, but only three are fully selected to
import as requirements in ALM: Process 1, Process 2, and Process 3. Not all elements of Process 4
are selected.
Process 2 also has a DocumentT element.

In ALM, after the import...
After you import the solution documentation structure to ALM, the requirement tree looks like this:

Tip: In the ALM Requirements module, you can add the SM View column and then filter by the

relevant Solution Manager views so you see only the relevant requirements.
Note the following:
l

l

l

l

l

The author for most requirements is ei_integration_user. The solution documentation requirement
itself is authored by Solution Manager.
The solution documentation structure root element MAINTENANCE is exported as a child
requirement of the requirement that represents the solution documentation, SolutionDEMO.
The elements Business Processes and Libraries are exported as child requirements of the
requirement MAINTENANCE. These requirements are of type Folder.
The element Scenario 1is exported as a child requirement of the requirement Business Processes, and
this requirement is of type Folder.
The elements Process 1, Process 2 and Process 3, and Process 4 are exported as child requirements of
the requirement Scenario 1. All these requirements are of type Folder.
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l

l
l

Process 2 contains tests for Test calendar buffer function modules. The executable is of type
Testing.

The DocumentT requirement is of type Business.
The elements of Master Data are not exported as they do not contain any information to send. This is
because Master Data was not selected for import.

Assigning tests to imported requirements
You can design and run tests to cover each of the requirements imported to ALM. You can assign tests
to any requirement type imported to ALM, including the Folder type.

Retaining links while you work in ALM
While assigning tests to imported requirements, you will also be creating and modifying requirement
coverage. This is called linking.
At some point, you might delete requirements temporarily, expecting to restore them during the next
import of solution documentation from Solution Manager.
To avoid having to re-create requirement coverage by re-assign the tests to requirements, enable Keep
Linkage. This way, even if requirements are deleted, their corresponding links are not deleted. In the
upper right of the ALM window, select

> SAP Tools > Keep Linkage.

Caution: The default is not to Keep Linkage. If you do not change the default, you will lose links

if you delete requirements.
Enterprise Integration knows how to reinstate the links correctly by using the node ID field and two
reference ID fields as a unique identifier for the requirements.

Assign tests to imported requirements
In the ALM Requirements module, design tests and create coverage between them and the imported
requirements.
1. Right-click the requirement's parent folder.
2. Run the Convert to Tests wizard to convert the requirements to tests.
3. Create coverage.
For details on the wizard and creating coverage, see the Application Lifecycle Management User Guide.
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Merging and synchronizing updates between parent and
child projects
In ALM, as you modify requirements and their coverage, you can synchronize the changes made to
tests between related ALM projects. This is a form of version control for tests within ALM, because child
or parent projects might contain the same tests as requirement coverage.
Process Description
Sync

Synchronizing requirement coverage (tests) from a parent project to a child project in
ALM.

Merge

Synchronizing requirement coverage (tests) from a child project to a parent project in
ALM.

Note: Merge and sync are processes internal to ALM. These processes do not affect Solution

Manager branches or the test repository.
In this topic:
l
l

"Merge or sync updates" below
"Considerations" on the next page

Merge or sync updates
1. In the upper right of the ALM window, select

> SAP Tools > Test Version Control .

2. In the Test Version Control dialog box, select the project that has changes to tests (requirement
coverage). This is the source project.
If you select a parent project, Sync Tests is enabled. If you select a child project, Merge Tests is
enabled.
3. Select Sync Tests or Merge Tests.
4. If conflicts exist between the source and destination projects, the Resolve Conflict dialog box is
displayed.
Column

Description

Technical name

Names of the tests that contain conflicts between the source and target
ALM projects.

LocalTestId

The ID of the test in the source project.

BaseTestId

The ID of the test in the target project.
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Column

Description

BaseChangeType

The type of the change made in the target project.
l

Modified

l

NoChange

l

Removed

LocalChangeType The type of the change made in the source project.

OverrideOrNot

l

Modified

l

NoChange

l

Removed

Whether to override the change in the target project, according to the
changes in the source project.

For each conflict, check or clear the OverrideOrNot checkbox, and then click OK.
5. The process starts.
Note: In Solution Manager, the association of the source and target projects are locked. You

cannot change or delete this association, and you cannot push solution documentation to
the associated project, until the merge or sync is done.
When done, the State can be:
State

Description

Stable

The process ended successfully.

Error

The process failed.

Considerations
Considerations for when synchronizing and merging:
l

l

l

If a duplicate name exists, ALMalways adds a numeric suffix to the branch test’s name. For example,
testName, testName_1, testName_2, and so on.
If a test is modified in both the base and branch projects, and during the merge conflicts exist but are
not overriden, the change is not indicated the next time you sync to the branch. Do one of the
following to handle this issue:
l Sync before merge. (Similarly, changes made to the branch cannot merge to the base project and
vice versa.)
l Make some new change to the test and synchronize at some point before the next merge.
Linked test resources can be merged and synced. But only Business-Process business process tests
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can link with data table test resources by overriding dynamic data in test configuration. For details on
linking test resources, see the Application Lifecycle Management User Guide.

Considerations for when merging only:
l

If you delete a folder and its tests and then merge. the corresponding folder is deleted in the base
project. Tests without a parent folder are moved to the unattached folder.

Considerations when synchronizing only:
l

If extra folders exist after synchronizing, manually delete the folders including their tests.

Updating solution documentation with test results
After you run the test instances, you can export the results to Solution Manager. For each view in
Solution Manager, you can see the associated test instances in ALM, and their status.
Create test instances of the tests by adding them to a test set.
Run the test instances in a test set.
When you update solution documentation, ALM sends information about test runs associated with
requirements that represent solution documentation elements.
This section includes the following topics:
l
l
l

"Run the tests related to imported requirements in ALM" below
"Export test results to Solution Manager solution documentation" on the next page
"Example: Update solution documentation" on page 44

Run the tests related to imported requirements in ALM
In ALM, after assigning tests to imported requirements, run the tests.
For details on assigning tests, see "Assign tests to imported requirements" on page 39.
1. In the ALM Test Lab module, create test set folders and test sets.
2. Create test instances of the tests you created and assign them to the tests.
3. Run the test instances.
For details on the wizard and creating coverage, see the Application Lifecycle Management User Guide.
Note: The following screenshots and/or instructions are based on SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Because your version of Solution Manager might be different, use these instructions as
guidelines.
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Export test results to Solution Manager solution documentation
You export test results from ALM to your Solution Manager solution documentation.
> SAP Tools > Update Solution Manager. The Update Solution Manager With Test
1. Select
Results dialog box opens.
This dialog box displays the solution documentation previously exported to ALM. For each solution
documentation, the following columns are displayed:

Fields

Description

Solution
Manager
Project

The title of the Solution Manager project.

Solution
<Manager
System

The SAP application ID of the Solution Manager system.

Last Update

The time the solution documentation result was last successfully updated from
ALM.

Status

The Solution Manager update status. Can have one of the following values:
l

l

l

l
l
l

Status Notes

New. This status is rare. It is caused by a user re-associating the ALM project. If
you encounter this status, change the status in the database manually to No
Run.
In Progress. Enterprise Integration is currently updating the solution

documentation result.
No Run. No changes were made in the previous solution documentation
update.
N/A. The current status of the solution documentation is not applicable.
Passed. The solution documentation was successfully updated with changes.
Failed. Errors occurred during the previous solution documentation update.

Additional information about the status. For example, if the update failed, details
about the failure are included.

2. Select the solution documentation you want to update and click Update or Update Full.
Enterprise Integration sends the test results to Solution Manager immediately.
l Update. Sends to Solution Manager only information related to the solution documentation
that you are updating and that was added or updated since the previous successful update (also
known as a "typical" update).
l Update Full . Sends to Solution Manager all the test coverage and test execution information
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related to the solution documentation you are updating. If you choose this option, updating the
solution documentation may take some time (also known as a "complete" update).
3. Click Close.
You can view this information in Solution Manager by clicking Display Test Results. Launch
transaction sm_workcenter and navigate to Test Suite -> Partner Test Management.
For details, refer to the SAP Application Help.

Example: Update solution documentation
In ALM, before the update...
Consider the sample solution documentation imported in "Example: Import solution
documentation" on page 37.

A Test calendar buffer function modules test exists, which has coverage links to requirements.
You assign an instance of this test to a test set and run the test.
Tip: If a SAP-related defect was opened in ALM and it is linked to a test run, test, or

requirement, the linked defect is also included when sending the result to Solution
Manager.
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In Solution Manager, after the update...
When you update the solution documentation, the tests associated with the requirement are
displayed in Solution Manager in the Test Results area of the Partner Test Management Administrator Console.

l

l

l

The Test calendar buffer function modules test was associated with the t1 test set and has one
run with ID 1.
The status of the test run with ID 1 in the Test Status column. The run was Not Completed, and
one defect was opened and linked to test execution 1, as indicated in the Total Defects column.
The same test was also linked and added to another test set, plan_for_regression, and its run 16
has a status of Passed.
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Chapter 3: Synchronizing defects and support
messages
You can synchronize service desk support messages in the Solution Manager Incident Management
module with defects in Application Lifecycle Management (ALM).
Note: This section assumes that Solution Manager has been configured. For details, see

"Configuring Solution Manager" on page 28.
This chapter includes:

•
•
•
•
•

About synchronizing defects and support messages
Creating field mappings
Managing SAP-related defects in ALM
Exchanging defect responsibility
Tracking defect synchronization in ALM
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About synchronizing defects and support messages
Note: This section assumes that Solution Manager has been configured. For details, see

"Configuring Solution Manager" on page 28.
If you create a new SAP-related defect in ALM, a corresponding support message is automatically
added in Incident Management. If a new support message is created in Incident Management, after the
support message is sent, a corresponding defect is added in ALM. Any changes you make to a record in
one of the systems is updated in the other system.
To work with defect synchronization, you must log in to ALM with a user that has the appropriate
permissions to work with Enterprise Integration. For details on setting ALM permissions for Enterprise
Integration, see "Customizing user group permissions for integration with Solution Manager" on page
58.
Synchronizing ALM defects and Incident Management support messages includes the following stages:
1. Create a Solution Manager project and associate it with your ALM project. You do not need to
perform this stage if you have already associated your Solution Manager project for requirement
and solution documentation integration. For details, see "Configuring Solution Manager" on page
28.
2. Define how fields are mapped between ALM defects and Incident Management support messages.
You must also map specific values of the corresponding fields. For details, see "Creating field
mappings" below.
3. Create and edit SAP-related defects in ALM. For details, see "Managing SAP-related defects in
ALM" on page 52.
4. At any time, only one of the systems can be responsible for a defect or its corresponding support
message. You can transfer responsibility for a defect from ALM to Incident Management, or
request responsibility from Incident Management. For details, see "Exchanging defect
responsibility" on page 54.
5. Track the progress of synchronization of ALM defects with Incident Management support
messages. You can view defects that are pending synchronization, and prompt the synchronization
of defects that failed to synchronize. For details, see "Tracking defect synchronization in ALM" on
page 55.

Creating field mappings
To enable synchronization of ALM defects and Incident Management support messages, you must map
fields in ALM defects with their corresponding fields in Incident Management support messages.
If the support message fields in your SAP application were changed from the default definitions, you
must update these definitions in ALM.
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Mapping fields includes two stages: mapping the field labels and mapping the field values. For example,
you can map the ALM field Severity to the Incident Management field Priority. You can then map value
1 of Severity to value 5 of Priority.
In this topic:
l
l
l

"Updating support message field definitions" below
"Mapping field labels" below
"Mapping field values" on page 51

Updating support message field definitions
If the support message fields in your SAP application were changed from their default definitions, you
need to update these definitions in ALM. If the fields in your SAP application were not changed from
their default definitions, you do not need to take any action.
The support message field definitions are stored on your server machine in an xml file. The file contains
metadata for the support message fields. For example, the following illustration shows the metadata
stored for the support message Priority field:

The file is divided into two sections: regular fields and fixed fields. Only regular fields are displayed in
the mapping grids, and you can map them to any ALM fields. Fixed fields are automatically mapped to
ALM fields, as defined in the MapTo tag.
To update support message field definitions:

1. On your server machine, open the Command Prompt, and navigate to the <ALM_deployment_
path>\webapps\qcbin\WEB-INF\classes

2.
3.
4.
5.

folder. By default, the ALM deployment path is C:\ProgramData\<ALM directory>.
Open the SMFieldsMetaData.xml file for editing.
Edit the metadata according to the changes in your SAP application.
Save and close the file.
Restart your ALM server.

Mapping field labels
You map fields in ALM defects with corresponding fields in Incident Management support messages.
You must map all required fields. You can also map selected non-required fields.
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The number of required fields in ALM must be identical to the number of required fields in SAP. For
information on defining required fields in ALM, refer to the Application Lifecycle Management
Administrator Guide.
To map a field:

1. In ALM, select

> SAP Tools > Field Mapping. The Field Mapping dialog box opens.

2. In the Application box, select the appropriate Solution Manager system.
3. In the Required Fields section, map a required ALM field to a required Incident Management field.
Choose one of the following mapping options:
l Select a non-mapped ALM field in the left grid that you want to map. Possible SAP fields for
mapping are displayed in the right grid. Select a corresponding field in the right grid, and click
the
Map Field button.
l Select an SAP field in the right grid. Possible ALM fields for mapping are displayed in the left
grid. Drag a label from the right grid to its corresponding label in the left grid.
For all the ALM fields to reappear, click anywhere outside the grids.
The Mapping Status column can contain the following values:
Mapping
Status

Name

Description

Not Mapped

The ALM field is not mapped to an Incident Management field.

Value Mapping
is incomplete

The ALM field is mapped to an Incident Management field, but
the field values mapping is not completed.

Valid Mapping

Both the ALM field and its values are mapped respectively to an
Incident Management field and its values.
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If the mapped ALM field requires its values from a list, its mapping status changes to Values
Mapping not completed. Otherwise, its mapping status changes to Valid Mapping.
Repeat this step to map all the required ALM fields.
4. In the Non-Required Fields section, repeat step"In the Required Fields section, map a required ALM
field to a required Incident Management field." on the previous page to map non-required ALM
fields.
5. To undo the mapping of a field, drag the SAP Field Label from the left grid to the right grid. The
Mapping Status changes to Not Mapped. Alternatively, select a field in the left grid, and click the
Remove Mapping button.

6. To map the values of the mapped fields, see "Mapping field values" below.
7. At the bottom of the dialog box, select Apply "Append Only" mode to defects comments. This
confirms that, when working with Enterprise Integration, you can only add comments to defects,
but you cannot edit existing comments. If you do not select this option, the synchronization will
not succeed.
8. To save the current mappings and continue to work, click Apply.
9. To reset all field mappings, click the Reset button. After you confirm the action, all the mapped SAP
fields return to the right grid.
10. To close the dialog box, click OK. The current mappings are saved and the dialog box closes.

Mapping field values
For a specific mapped ALM field, you map the field values with the values of the corresponding Incident
Management field.
To map a field value:

1. In ALM, select

> SAP Tools > Field Mapping. The Field Mapping dialog box opens.

2. In the Application box, select the appropriate value.
3. Select a field in the left grid with the Value Mapping is incomplete mapping status.
4. Click the Value Mapping button. The Value Mapping dialog box opens.
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The left grid displays a list of the values for the ALM field. The right grid displays a list of the values
for the SAP field.
Map
5. Select a value in the left grid and its corresponding value in the right grid, and click the
Value button. Alternatively, drag a value from the right grid to its corresponding value in the left
grid.
Repeat this step until each ALM Value in the left grid is assigned an SAP Value.
l You can map the same SAP Value to more than one QC Value.
l You can map more than one SAP Value to a single QC Value. In that case, the QC Value is
duplicated in the grid.
6. To undo the mapping of a QC Value, drag the SAP Value to the right grid. Alternatively, select a QC
Value and click the

Remove Mapping button.

7. Click OK. The Value Mapping dialog box closes and the Field Mapping dialog box displays. If the
value mapping is valid, the Mapping Status of the ALM field changes to Valid Mapping.
8. Click OK. The current mappings are saved and the dialog box closes.

Managing SAP-related defects in ALM
You create SAP-related defects in ALM. For each new SAP-related defect, a new support message is
automatically created in Incident Management. For details, see "Creating SAP-related defects in ALM"
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on the next page.
If an ALM defect has a corresponding Incident Management support message, you can edit the defect
in ALM. Changes you make to the defect are automatically updated in the Incident Management
support message. For details, see "Editing SAP-related defects in ALM" on the next page.
For information on creating and editing support messages in Incident Management, see the SAP
Application Help.
In this topic:
l
l
l

"Lifecycle of defects and support messages" below
"Creating SAP-related defects in ALM" below
"Editing SAP-related defects in ALM" on the next page

Lifecycle of defects and support messages
The lifecycle of defects and support messages is controlled by the Status fields in both systems. These
are automatically synchronized according to specific events:
Event in Application A

Synchronization in Application B

New support message created in Incident
Management.

ALM defect status set to Open.

Support message confirmed in Incident
Management.

ALM defect status set to Closed.

ALM defect status set to Closed.

Incident Management support message is closed.

Send Solution to External Incident Management
selected in Incident Management.

ALM defect status set to Fixed.

ALM defect status set to Reopen.

A new support message is created in Incident
Management, and linked to the defect.

Creating SAP-related defects in ALM
You can create SAP-related defects in ALM. For each new SAP-related defect, a new support message
is automatically created in Incident Management.
For defects to be synchronized with Incident Management, you must assign them a special defect type.
In addition, you must complete fields that are required in Incident Management.
To create an SAP-related defect:

1. In the ALM Defects module, click the New Defect button.
2. In the Defect type field, select SAP Related Defect. The SAP Related Defect Details tab is added to
the New Defect dialog box.
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3. Complete the defect details, including the fields in the SAP Related Defect Details tab.
Note: If you are working with a version of Enterprise Integration that has been upgraded,

you may have two different Incident Management Systems connected to your project. Make
sure you link your defect to the correct system using the Service Desk System field.
4. Click Submit. The defect is entered into the Defect Synchronization Pool until a corresponding
support message is created in Incident Management. To track the status of the synchronization,
see "Tracking defect synchronization in ALM" on the next page.
While the defect remains in the Defect Synchronization Pool, it is flagged with an alert. For details
on viewing alerts, refer to the Application Lifecycle Management User Guide .
5. To transfer responsibility for the defect to Incident Management, see "Exchanging defect
responsibility" below.

Editing SAP-related defects in ALM
You can edit defects transferred from Incident Management. Changes you make to these defects are
automatically applied to the corresponding support messages in Incident Management.
To be able to make changes to an SAP-related defect in ALM, you must have responsibility for the
defect. For details, see "Exchanging defect responsibility" below.
To edit an SAP-related defect in ALM:

1. In the Defects module, select an SAP-related defect.
2. Edit the defect.
Due to SAP limitations, you can add a new comment in the Comments field, but you cannot edit
existing comments.
3. If the defect is linked to more than one requirement, in the Transferred Requirement field, select
the requirement to be transferred to Solution Manager.
4. If the defect is linked to more than one test, in the Transferred Test field, select the test to be
transferred to Solution Manager.
5. Click OK to close the defect. The defect is entered into the Defect Synchronization Pool until the
corresponding support message is updated in Incident Management. To track the status of the
synchronization, see "Tracking defect synchronization in ALM" on the next page.
While the defect remains in the Defect Synchronization Pool, it is flagged with an alert. For details
on viewing alerts, refer to the Application Lifecycle Management User Guide .
6. To transfer responsibility for the defect to Incident Management, see "Exchanging defect
responsibility" below.

Exchanging defect responsibility
To make changes to an SAP-related defect in ALM, ALM needs to be responsible for the defect. To
allow an Incident Management user to make changes to support messages, you must assign the
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responsibility to Solution Manager.
In ALM, you can identify the responsible system, request responsibility from Incident Management, and
assign responsibility to Incident Management.
l

l

l

To identify the responsible system for the defect, in the Defects module, open the defect, select the
SAP Related Defect Details tab, and check the value in the Responsible System field.
If ALM does not have responsibility, you can request the responsibility from Incident Management.
To request responsibility for a defect from Incident Management, navigate to the defect in the
defects grid, right-click and select Request Responsibility from SAP.
After making changes to the defect in ALM, you can assign the responsibility to Incident
Management. You cannot assign responsibility of a defect to Incident Management while the defect
is in the Synchronization Pool. For details on the Synchronization Pool, see "Tracking defect
synchronization in ALM" below.
To transfer responsibility for a defect to Incident Management, navigate to the defect in the defects
grid, right-click and select Assign Responsibility to SAP.

Tracking defect synchronization in ALM
SAP-related defects that are created or modified in ALM are lined up for synchronization with Incident
Management. Until synchronization is completed, the defects are listed in the Defect Synchronization
Pool . If a defect failed to synchronize, you can prompt its synchronization manually from the Defect
Synchronization Pool.
To track defect synchronization in ALM:
> SAP Tools > Manage Defect Synchronization. The Defect Synchronization Pool dialog
1. Select
box opens.
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The grid displays all defects in line for synchronization. Each defect is assigned one of the following
statuses:
Status

Description

Synchronizing

The system is currently synchronizing the defect with the SAP application.

Pending

The defect is lined up to be synchronized.

Failed

The system attempted to synchronize the defect, but failed. You can prompt
another attempt to synchronize in the dialog box.

Closing

The defect in ALM is set to Closed and is prepared to be confirmed in Incident
Management. If failed, you can prompt another attempt in the dialog box.

- Pending to
Close
- Failed to
Close
Disconnecting
- Pending to
Disconnect
- Failed to
Disconnect

The defect is deleted in ALM. The system attempts to disconnect the
corresponding Incident Management support message. If failed, you can
prompt another attempt in the dialog box.
Disconnecting might fail in SAML mode and cannot start another attempt.

2. If a defect has failed to synchronize, and in the Status Notes field ALM states that the defect is
linked to more than one requirement or test, you must select a specific requirement or test:
a. Close the Defect Synchronization Pool and select the relevant defect.
b. Select the SAP Related Defect Details tab.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

c. In the Transferred Requirement field or Transferred Test field, select the requirement or test
to be transferred to Solution Manager.
To prompt the synchronization of a defect in Failed status, select the defect and click the
Synchronize button.
To prompt the synchronization of all defects currently in Failed status, click the Synchronize All
button.
To refresh the display, click the Refresh button.
If a defect has failed, or is pending to synchronize, you can remove it from the Defect
Synchronization Pool. Select the defect and click the
button.

Delete defects from Synchronization Pool
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Chapter 4: Customizing Enterprise Integration in
ALM
You can customize user group permissions including:
l
l
l
l

Which ALM user groups can export solution documentation from Solution Manager.
Which ALM user groups can update solution documentation.
Which ALM user groups can work with open and view BPCA-related URLs.
Hiding data for a user group.

Customizing project entities for Enterprise Integration.
For troubleshooting information, see this KB article.
l

This topic describes the additional customization options available with Enterprise Integration. For
details on project customization, refer to the Application Lifecycle Management Administrator Guide .

Customizing user group permissions in ALM
You can customize the permission settings in the Groups and Permissions page in Project
Customization. For details on user group permissions, refer to the Application Lifecycle Management
Administrator Guide.

Customizing user group permissions for integration with Solution Manager
The Enterprise Integration tab displays the tasks available for integration with Solution Manager.
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The Enterprise Integration tab includes the following tasks:
Tab

Entity

Needed Permissions

Description

Enterprise
Integration

Blue Print

All, including Retrieve
Data from Solution
Manager and Send Data
to Solution Manager

User group can import solution
documentation, and connect to ALM
from Solution Manager and export
solution documentation.

Sync Pool
Item

All, including Manage
Defect Synchronization

User group can manage defect
synchronization.

Field Map

All, including Map Defect
Fields

User group can map ALM defect fields
(including required and non-required)
to Solution Manger Service Desk
Incident fields.

BPCA

All, including Open BPCA
URL and View
BPCA Result URL

User group can open the BPCA URL
and can view the BPCA Result URL.

Defect

Delete, Create, Update

User group can delete, create, and
update defects.

Requirements Requirement Delete, Create, Update

User group can delete, create, and
update requirements.

Test Lab

Defects

Test Set

Delete, Create, Update

User group can delete, create, and
update test sets.

Test Set
Folder

Delete, Create, Update

User group can delete, create, and
update test set folders.
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Chapter 5: Working with Business Process Change
Analyzer (BPCA)
You use the BPCA feature of the Enterprise Integration module for applications to create and update
test sets in ALM based on the results in BPCA.
For troubleshooting information, see this KB article.
This chapter includes:

•
•
•

About BPCA
Configuring BPCA
Additions to ALM for BPCA and limitations
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About BPCA
BPCA is an application within Solution Manager that helps users to execute a change impact analysis
and allows customers to perform risk based test planning. The integration with ALM and Solution
Manager allows users to create and modify a test set that is based on a changed test object in BPCA.

BPCA Workflow
To work with BPCA, perform the following tasks:
1. Customize ALM to work with BPCA, as described in "BPCA invocation in ALM" on page 65.
2. Connect the BPCA projects to projects in ALM that have the Enterprise Integration extension
enabled.
3. Synchronize the Solution Manager Solution Documentation with the ALM requirements, as
described in "About synchronizing requirements and solution documentation" on page 26.
4. Add test coverage for the synchronized requirements.
5. In ALM, open BPCA as described in "Open BPCA" on page 67.
6. In BPCA, run analysis on the SAP project that is connected to the ALM project. Then analyze the
results, optimize the test scope, and create a new test set or update and existing test set in ALM.
Note: You can only update test sets in ALM from BPCA if they were originally created in

BPCA.
7. In BPCA, select the transactions that have changed and click Refresh Test Case Data to accept data
from the matching ALM test sets.
8. Return to BPCA from ALM, as described in "View results of BPCA analysis" on page 67.
9. In BPCA, run optimization as described in "Optimize test scope" on page 67.
10. Select the tests that have changed and extend the relevant test set or create a new one, as
described in "Create new or extend existing test sets" on page 67.
The new or extended test plan is created in ALM.
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The diagram below shows the top level BPCA - Enterprise Integration integration workflow (for web
service calls).

Configuring BPCA
Integration between SAP's BPCA (Business Process Change analyzer) and ALM uses a SAML-based
protocol for securing communications between the two.
To integrate BPCA and ALM, configure the SAML settings. For details, see "Configuring SSL and
SAML for ALM with Enterprise Integration" on page 11.
In this topic:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

"BPCA Partner Test Management Tool registration" on the next page
"BPCA invocation in ALM" on page 65
"Open BPCA" on page 67
"View results of BPCA analysis" on page 67
"View results of BPCA analysis" on page 67
"Create new or extend existing test sets" on page 67
"Optimize test scope" on page 67
"Using the Priority attribute" on page 68
"Using the Test Effort property" on page 68
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BPCA Partner Test Management Tool registration
Note: The following screenshots and/or instructions are based on SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Because your version of Solution Manager might be different, use these instructions as
guidelines.
1. In the Solution Manager, go to transaction se54. The Generate Table Maintenance Dialog appears:

2. On the menu bar at the top of the dialog, click Edit View Cluster. The View Cluster Initial Screen
appears:

3. In the View Cluster field, enter AGS_BPCA_3PTM_TOOL_REGISTRY and click Test. The Change
View "Partner Test Management Tools": Overview screen appears:
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4. Click New Entries. The New Entries: Overview of Added Entries screen appears. Fill in values for the
Tool Name and Description fields:

icon to the right of the Tool Logical Port field to enter a value into that field. The
5. Click on the
Logical Port dialog appears:

6. In the list of logical ports, double-click on the logical port name that you created in Step 16 of the
previous section. The port name appears in the Tool Logical Port field in the Overview of Added
Entries screen:
7. In the Register Tool field, click the Register button. Verify that a registration confirmation dialog
appears.
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8. Click the check icon. The Third Party Tool Error Message dialog appears:

9. Verify that each item in the table appears in green. Click the check icon.
10. Click the Save button on the toolbar of the Solution Manager screen.
11. Exit the transaction.

BPCA invocation in ALM
This section describes how to invoke BPCA integration (with Solution Manager) from ALM. Choose, in
the upper right of the ALM window,

> SAP Tools > BPCA Integration.
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The menu options are described below:
Menu
Options
BPCA
Integration

Description
Using the BPCA Integration dialog box, you can:
l
l
l

l

Open the BPCA URL
View the BPCA result
Test the connection to the BPCA URL using the name of the tool as defined in
Solution Manager's Test Management Tools when registering BPCA
Remove any registration lines with the same tool name on a server with the same SID
Tip: Any lines removed can be re-registered from with Solution Manager.

To invoke BPCA integration (with Solution Manager) from ALM, choose, in the upper
right of the ALM window,
> SAP Tools > BPCA Integration and use the
BPCA Integration dialog box.

This dialog box lists the tools registered for BPCA on the current ALM server. Tools
from different Solution Managers might be displayed. See the registration process
described earlier (transaction se54) for details.
To retrieve the BPCA tool name:
Retrieve the BPCA tool name by performing the first three steps under "BPCA Partner Test
Management Tool registration" on page 63.
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Open BPCA
You can open BPCA directly in Solution Manager or you can access it from ALM.
In the upper right of the ALM window, select
> SAP Tools > BPCA Integration. In the
BPCA Integrations dialog box, select the service, and click Open BPCA Service.
Solution Manager opens to the Business Process Change Analyzer screen.

View results of BPCA analysis
You can check the results of the BPCA analysis.
Select
> SAP Tools > BPCA Integration. In the BPCA Integrations dialog box, select the service, and
then click BPCA Result Display.
Solution Manager opens to the BPCA Result Display screen.

Test the BPCA WSDL
You can test the BPCA WSDL to see if the API connection is OK.
Select
> SAP Tools > BPCA Integration. In the BPCA Integrations dialog box, select the service, and
then click Test BPCA Wsdl.
The WSDL opens in a new browser window. If the WSDL opens without any errors, the API connection
is OK.

Create new or extend existing test sets
The main purpose of this integration is test plan creation in ALM from SAP BPCA. You can create a new
test plan or extend an existing one:
1.
2.
3.
4.

In BPCA, select the BPCA result you want to use.
Click Test Plan and select either Create Test Plan or Extend Test Plan.
Choose an existing test or give a new name for the test plan.
Click OK. The test plan is sent to ALM.

Optimize test scope
Before returning to ALM, you can optimize the test scope in BPCA before creating a test plan in ALM.
To do so, use the Optimize Test Scope screen by clicking Optimize Test Scope.
After you have optimized the test scope using the Optimize Test Scope screen, you can create a new or
extend an existing test set in ALM.
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Using the Priority attribute
A Test Priority field has been added for each test in ALM to let you prioritize the tests that you add to
the test plan using BPCA.
1. In ALM, set a value for the test priority in the Test Priority field.
2. In the BPCA optimization screen, add the priority attribute in Optimization Options > Test Case
Options > Attributes.
3. Choose the Attribute Value or Value Range that you want to be filtered from the entire set of
tests.
4. Click Apply. The attribute filtering options will be reflected in the testing coverage. Now if you
create a new test set in ALM , only the tests that meet the priority criteria will be added to the test
plan.

Using the Test Effort property
A Test Effort field has been added for each test in ALM to let you optimize the test scope in BPCA
according to the effort (in minutes) needed to run each test.
You can see the Test Effort values you set in ALM in the BPCA Optimization screen, that will allow you
to plan your testing activities accordingly.
Tip: Default values are set for each test type.

Additions to ALM for BPCA and limitations
This topic provides additions made to ALM for BPCA and some limitations you should be aware of.

Additions
To work with BPCA, additional fields have been added to the Details tab of the Test Lab section in
ALM.
Fields

Description

Created At

The time stamp of the initial creation of this test.

Created By

The user who initially created this test.

Changed At

The time stamp of the last change to this test.

Changed By

The user who made the last change to this test.

Responsible The user who is responsible for this test.
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To work with BPCA, additional fields have been added to the Details tab of the Test Plan section in
ALM.
Fields

Description

Test Effort

The total effort in minutes required to complete this test.

Test
Priority

The priority of a test. It is used in BPCA to set a filter for creating or extending test
plans.

For details on the rest of the fields, refer to the Application Lifecycle Management Administrator
Guide.

Limitations
This section contains limitation information about the Enterprise Integration BPCA integration.
l
l

When creating the test plan, do not put negative numbers in the Test Effort field.
If there are no test sets created by BPCA for the current ALM project, clicking View BPCA Results
might give unpredictable results in Solution Manager.
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Chapter 6: Manual configuration of SSL and SAML
for ALM with Enterprise Integration
It is recommended that you use the configuration wizard to configure SSL and SAML.
This section, however, provides instructions for manual configuration.
In this topic:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

"Working with the keystore directly" below
"Generating a self-signed certificate" below
"Viewing existing certificates in the keystore" below
"Connecting Multiple Solution Managers to an ALM" on the next page
"Importing the SAP certificate into the keystore file" on page 72
"Manual configuration of SSL and SAML for ALM with Enterprise Integration" above
"Importing and trusting the SAP certificate" on page 72
"Trusting Enterprise Integration on Solution Manager if ALM is configured for SSL" on page 73
"Configuring other SAML settings" on page 74

Working with the keystore directly
This section provides general commands for directly working with the keystore.
When working with keystores directly:
l

l

The keystore file is located in C:\ProgramData\<ALM directory>\webapps\qcbin\WEBINF\HPEI.keystore. The keystore password is 123456.
To work with the keystore, you need the keytool.exe keytool located in C:\Program Files\<ALM
directory>\Application LifeCycle Management <version>\java\jre\bin.

Generating a self-signed certificate
Enter this command in the keystore file:
keytool -genkey -alias HPCertificate -keyalg RSA -keystore HPEI.keystore

Viewing existing certificates in the keystore
In the command line in the folder where the keystore is located (see above), type: keytool -list keystore HPEI.keystore
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Connecting Multiple Solution Managers to an ALM
You can connect more than one Solution Manager server to an ALM by editing the
SAMLClientsRepository.xml configuration file.
1. Each time you add or remove a Solution Manager server, edit the C:\ProgramData\<ALM
directory>\webapps\qcbin\WEB-INF\classes\SAMLClientsRepository.xml configuration file.
2. Create a set of lines for each Solution Manager server.
The example below shows two Solmans, SolmanID1 and SolmanID2.
You can get the issuer name from the step "Enter the provider name." on page 19 under "Configure
SAP web services on Solution Manager" on page 18.
Example:

<SAMLData pwd="123456">
<Client name="SolmanID1">
<Issuer>HPEI</Issuer>
<SolManUser> SolmanUser1 </SolManUser>
<signature.username>HPCertificate</signature.username>
</Client>
<Client name="SolmanID2">
<Issuer>HPEI</Issuer>
<SolManUser>SolmanUser2</SolManUser>
<signature.username>HPCertificate</signature.username>
</Client>
</SAMLData>
3. In your configuration file:
l Change the temporary values for SAMLData pwd , SolmanID1 , SolmanID2 , SolmanUser1 , and
SolmanUser2.
l Make sure the HPEI matches the trusted provider name for each Solution Manager server, as
defined in "Configure SAP web services on Solution Manager" on page 18.
4. Restart your ALM server.
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Importing the SAP certificate into the keystore file
Import the SAP certificate under the alias SolmanCertificate (if you choose a different alias, then it must
match the name in the configuration file).

Importing and trusting the SAP certificate
l

In a command line, navigate to C:\Program Files\<ALM directory>\Application LifeCycle
Management <version>\java\jre\lib\security directory.
l If ALM is configured for SSL:
In a command line, run the following command:
..\..\bin\keytool -importcert -file <certificate Full Path> -keystore <keystore used for
SSL configuration full path> storepass <keystore used for SSL configuration
password>.
Tip: You can also put the certificate under the cacerts folder, as you would if not

configured for SSL. See below.
If ALM is not configured for SSL:
In a command line, run the following command:

l

..\..\bin\keytool -importcert -file <certificate Full Path> -keystore cacerts storepass changeit

For details about importing certificates, see the topic about configuring secure access in the
Application Lifecycle Management Installation and Upgrade Guide.
l In ALM, import the SAP certificate:
In a command line, navigate to C:\Program Files\HP\HP Application LifeCycle Management
<version>\java\jre\lib\security directory.
l If ALM is configured for SSL:
In a command line, run the following command:
..\..\bin\keytool -importcert -file <certificate Full Path> -keystore <keystore used for
SSL configuration full path> storepass <keystore used for SSL configuration
password>.
Tip: You can also put the certificate under the cacerts folder, as you would if not

configured for SSL. See below.
l

If ALM is not configured for SSL:
In a command line, run the following command:
..\..\bin\keytool -importcert -file <certificate Full Path> -keystore cacerts storepass changeit
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For details about importing certificates, see the topic about configuring secure access in the
Application Lifecycle Management Installation and Upgrade Guide.
When prompted if you trust the certificate, enter yes and restart your ALM server.

Trusting Enterprise Integration on Solution Manager if
ALM is configured for SSL
Perform the steps below to manually export the ALM SSL certificate and trust it on SolMan to enable a
secure transfer of information between Enterprise Integration and Solution Manager.
The person who performs this procedure should have full administration rights for all ALM servers.
Note: The following screenshots and/or instructions are based on SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Because your version of Solution Manager might be different, use these instructions as
guidelines.
To trust Enterprise Integration on SolMan if ALM is configured for SSL:
If ALM is not configured for SSL, skip this task.
1. In ALM, export the SSL certificate using one of the following methods:
l

In a command line, navigate to <ALM installation directory>\java\jre\lib\security.
Run the following command:
..\..\bin\keytool -exportcert -file <certificateName certificate Full Path> -alias <alias of
certificate used for SSL configuration> -keystore <keystore used for SSL
configuration full path> storepass <keystore used for SSL configuration password>

l

Open ALM in SSL mode (https) in any browser and save the certificate from within the browser.
If your browser displays a certificate error, view the certificates.
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Select the certificate and copy it to a file.

2. In Solution Manager, import the Enterprise Integration certificate. Import the certificate in the
STRUST transaction (Trust Manager) in Solution Manager.
Select SSL Server Standard, enter the certificate details, and click Add to Certificate List.
Then do the same for SSF SAML2 Service Provider – S.
For details, see the Solution Manager documentation.

Configuring other SAML settings
To change additional parameters like keystore file name, password, certificate alias, issuer name
ALMServer:ALMSertverPort, see the configuration file locations and parameters below:

Keystore File Location
C:\ProgramData\HP\ALM\webapps\qcbin\WEB-INF\Classes\HPEI.keystore
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Server Configuration File Location
C:\ProgramData\HP\ALM\webapps\qcbin\WEB-INF\Classes\SAMLClientsRepository.xml

Client Configuration File Location
C:\ProgramData\HP\ALM\webapps\qcbin\WEB-INF\Classes\SAMLClientsRepository.xml
<SAMLData pwd="123456">
<Client name="S71">
<Issuer>HPEI</Issuer>
<SolManUser>solmanuser</SolManUser>
<signature.username>HPCertificate</signature.username>
<encryption.username>SolmanCertificate</encryption.username>
</Client>
</SAMLData>
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Send Us Feedback
Let us know how we can improve your experience with the User Guide.
Send your email to: docteam@hpe.com
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